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THE LETTER

dear friend
my dream for many years has been the hope of sharing with interested individuals
some of the exciting and meaningful aspects of my research among the various
religions and cultures of the world
this dream was partially realized with the establishment last year of the founda-
tion for spiritual understanding and is further advanced with this first is sueofsue
OUTREACH

of

OUTREACH is planned as a monthly newsletter prepared for those who have ex-
pressed an interest in current spiritual trends personal and transpersonal who
seek further interpretations of what is going on in our contemporary world and in
the inner world of ones own convictions it is an unbiased open ended empathic
response to you who wish to share a preview of thingstocomethings andto ancome analysis of
things already established
OUTREACH is for you who have asked me about my recent areas of research my
interviews with contemporary leaders in various fields my work with students on
college campuses through this newsletter I1 want to comply with your requests
for surely spiritual understanding as it relates to our inner life and to the
environmental world around us is one of the compelling issues of our time

there are endless newsletters and publications dealing with the traditional reli-
gious fields every denomination and every religious movement has its printed
voice and well it should philosophy psychology psychiatry theology and all
the other avenues that run through church street have their grand and noble pur-
pose in building a more comprehensive life and structuring a better world good
for them
but somewhere somehow there remains a vital need for the simple touch the
meeting of heart and mind the sense of selflessness the feeling of oneness with
the good the beautiful the true which abides in each of us as a common ground

of understanding for truly the thing we hold in common is the quest the pur-
suit of search and discovery the realization that we are all trying to find our way
and wishing occasionally to point out the beauty of an encounter or the thrill of an
experience to those who share the quest with us

to whom is OUTREACH going to some 10000 individuals who througnthrough the
years have expressed an interest in spiritual understanding by comment or letter
and who have longed for a focal point such as the FSU and this newsletter will
provide
the names of these recipients range all the way from dedicated churchgoerschurch togoers
dissident churchgoerschurch togoers logical positivists equally devout in their beliefs
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etlellett and did not find it A copy is
also going to a young man who reported to me that he took the drug and found the
spiritual encounter he was seeking

there is a blind man in scott city kansas who will get this copy of OUTREACH
long ago he opened my eyes to a new sense of fortitude and strength
A copy is going to a friend in yamashimamashimahamashimaYa japan who when we last said our
sayonarasSayo remindednaras me that there is no partingn6partingpanting in spirit
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included in our list is a college student who wrote me recently that she had taken
LSD in the hope of finding a spiritual experiencexperience

an electronics engineer in a texas computer firm will remember when he receives
OUTREACH how he wrote to me saying the turning point in my life came when
you told me that wherever my talent meets the need of the world that is where god
wants me to be
OUTREACH will find its way to a young mother in duluth minnesota who during
the critical illness of her child wrote to me I1 would like a little corner of the
things you have found in your research will you help me
these and many more thousanthousandsshousan moremone unseen but feltfeit unrelated but bound
together by the onwardgoingonward questgoing unidentified but linked to one another by the
ties of consciousness in thought and experience creating as it were a pool of
spiritual communication a point of view an outreach into that good world which we
so often touch through the veil of this phenomenal world and then let slip away
it seems to me that this kind of spiritual understanding and spiritual interchange is
a new and necessary orientation for contemporary living and one which in the
sharing constitutes a therapy of fellowship filling a certain void and function in the
fundamental history of our time
would you like to share the dream

yours

THE LESSON

introducing the overchurchover
J

church

in these days of a need and an enthusiasm for semantic analysis a key word like
church is subject to a great deal of historic and psychological study more

study than we have time for we must come immediately to a point and a propo-
sition perhaps we can agree that church to most of us means a certain col-
lective body of believers such a definition at least represents a prevailing opinion
of course church may also refer to the clerical profession or in the christian
faith to the mystical body of christ and so on I1 dare say that when we are
asked to what church do you belong a vision of a church building flashes to
mind especially if it was there that we were catechizedcatechizercatechi confirmedzed baptized or
ceremonialized into our particular body of believers
my church theI1 sentimental overtones surrounding the phrase are quite wonder-
ful perhaps I1 was married in my church or mom requested that after her death
a service be held for her there or someone was converted there or god was dis-
covered there by someone in a special way it is all very precious no matter what
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our denomination or creed may happen to be village chapel or city cathedral
my church is a proud saying and why not after allaualiail we talk about my doctor
my dentist my club my hometownhome andtown these days particularly we boast about my
psychiatristpsychiatrists my hairdresser my investment broker so why not my church

but meantime through all the recognizable wonder and meaning of my church the
concept of another church has been emerging no one has watched teie phenomenon
more closely than I1 no one has been more aware of it from my earliest study
of the religious scene in the days when it was revolutionary for anyone in the
institutionalized church to enter empathically into the worship of others whose
practices seemed radical and different from ones own I1 have seen the subtle
metamorphosis of religious transition the converging and crossing of denomina-
tional lines the shift in thinking the moving of the hands of time until they struck
the hour of ecumenicity I1 was a witness to all of this and so were you
it was not only the history of religion that was unfolding it was the history of allanail
mankind it was not only visible forces visible movements but invisible forces
too that were at work reminding us that life is a chain spun upon causal law
whose links are forged by both conscious and unconscious influences
what is important to our present purpose is that in and through it allanaliail a new aware-
ness was taking form my church was still there as a building as a denomination
as a collective body of believers we loved our church we love it still but we
knew that like the changing faces of our cities and the altering patterns of our world
in both inner and outer space another expression was emerging another collective
body of believers was being born I1 call it the overchurchOVER
now

CHURCH
that term too requires semantic analysis and scientific study and more time

and space than we can at the moment devote to it but perhaps we can make a
beginning by answering three questions what is the overchurchOVER howCHURCH did it
come about where is it going

2

what is the overchurchOVER wellCHURCH it is first of all an expression of an expanding
spiritual consciousness it is not ecumenicity as this relates to religious institutions
creeds or an attempt to correct mistakes in religions past it is rather spiritual
ecumenicity by which is meant mans total response to god or to those powers and
impulses which motivate him and others likeilke him to his highest good
the overchurchOVER isCHURCH a fundamental adventure in spiritual understanding a recog-
nition that we can have denominational roots and yet a genuine sense of religious give
and take it means also that you can have no denominational roots and still have an
undeniable sense of spriritualspri awarenessritual which is a way of saying that every person
who has thought deeply and earnestly about life who has looked at himself in the
mirror of experience knows that there is something in the universe that is in him
and something in him that is in the universe well you know how it was with you
or let me tell you how it was with me when I1 ventured out of the confining arc of
what I1 had always defined and defended as the collective body of believers that was
my church when I1 traveled around the circumference of religion as it is practiced
throughout the world and when even more I1 got into the hub of the wheel of faith
then I1 realized what lay at the heart of the overchurchOVER godawarenessgodCHURCH isawareness
everymansevery awarenessmans
we were a part of it we were still oriented in our church but a new orientation
was taking place we were still loyal to our parental faith but new loyalties were
demanded of us we were in transition we felt such a nearness to others that
sometimes we had to pause and edit our feelings check our logic review our pre-
conceptions it was all amazing and wonderful something was happening to us the
same thing that was happening to america and to every country for that matter was
happening to my churchchurchy the cultures of the world were closing in god was closing
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in by which I1 mean that an awareness of the divinity in all people and in all faiths was
becoming part of the awakened consciousness of contemporary life now we felt the
cuttingutting edge of growth the stirring of a new creative thought now we caught a
vision of a spirituallyconscious world united within the seemingly divisive denomi-
national expressions it was the overchurchOVER

3

CHURCH

how did it all come about what gave rise to it there were many causes one
was sociological the world had gotten smaller war and the quest for peace had
made it smallersmalsbal theleF crisis of convergences east meeting west christian and
nonchristiannon christian negro and white new morality and old morality had impinged
upon my church had taught me that other collective bodies of believers had the same
drives and impulses hopes and fears that I1 once thought were specific only for me
the ecumenical conference was not a cause it was an effect an effect of the grow-
ing recognition of sociological change and our basic similarities in the field of con-
temporary life and faith
another reason for the rise of the overchurchOVER wasCHURCH scientific not only was there
a breakthrough in mans relationship to man there was a new approach to mansmantsmanis place
in the universe he was being made aware of spectacular new worlds from the unseerunseen
world of atoms to the undiscovered world in outer space I1 remember how when I1
first encountered pere de chardin he spoke of the omega point as a focus of the final
convergence of the material and spiritual he suggested that the noospherezoospherenoo wassphere a
thoughtlayerthought spreadinglayer over the surface of the earth and when he emphasized the
universality of unity plurality and energy as the common elements of all life I1 saw
a new birth in spiritual understanding it was the overchurchOVER scientificallyCHURCH
explained
another reason was philosophical ideologies were intermingling changing trans-
forming challenging us as never before existentialism subjectivism objectivism
orthodoxy neo orthodoxy zen yoga behavioral sciences all were demanding
attention my church could no longer stand apart isolated immune the over-
church had come we were forced to do some thinking about things we had never
thought about at least not thought about in depth the new collective body of
believers whether they had deep denominational roots or whether they were up-
rooted knew that the search for truth was an onwardgoingonward questgoing and that the
discovery of it was the common lot of everyman

youth too was on the march satisfied no longer with a symbolism of language out
of which the meaning had gone daring to ask not what religion taught but what religion
did in the life of man demanding to see evidences of what a spiritual fellowship
amounted to how it met a new world how it demonstrated a new morality how it
solved or tried to solve problems in which youth was caught the sound of a question-
ing challenging debunking and thoughtfully imploring generation gave rise to a
universal expression the overchurchOVER
where

CHURCH
is it going where is the concept of the overchurchOVER leadingCHURCH us into a

new age and a new era religion always a faithful reflection of mans environment
has been brought into contact with a new consciousness born of the mind and heart out
of the matrix of a new world order and this is what happens whenever doors are
opened to a new inevitable chapter in human history
what can we do about it well now we will need deep convictions but also an open
mind now we will want to remember our ancient landmarks as the scripture says
but also catch hold of the forward shining light now we must rise to meet the
challenge of our changing world
you will find that the overchurchOVER isCHURCH self dictating just as every new tomorrow
dictates how you must meet the day it is just as all great ideals
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prompt us to live up to the level of our highest good we are at a pivotal transitional
point in human history for now for the first time the church my church your
church becomes a collective body of believers in spirit and in truth

what can we do about it perhaps we will at least want to begin with an affirmative
prayer which says almighty god help us with heart and mind to build the church
universal where there is place for all ancient wisdom and all honest modern thought
which finds in all prophecies a harmony in all scriptures a unity and in all life a
reflection of thy will which rejects all that separates and divides and respects all
that leads to brotherhood and peace which believes in freedom in the search for
truth love in the administration of justice and individual discipline in the social
order which shall make of all sects classes nations and races one fellowship
and in which the spirit of man shall be united with thy spirit toward this ideal
0 god give us the vision and courage to earnestly strive amen
the overchurchOVER hasCHURCH come an adventure in spiritual understanding

next month exploring the overchurchover

THE

church

LEARNING

we understand people best when we understand what they believe and we best
understand what they believe when we put ourselves in their place

an investigation of the other persons point of view inspires us with a new in-
vestigation of our own philosophical position

religion like truth is a circle it has no beginning and no end all denomina-
tional expressions and types of belief are arcs in the circle no one can claim
the whole circle but each can rightly claim his part of it

living religions should be viewed as different dialects by which man speaks to
god and god to man

religion is what we theoretically expound spirituality is what we demonstrate

spiritual understanding is by no means confined to or encompassed by any
specific area of expression it is a total experience involving the entire
doctrine of mankind
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bershersberb bouldcouldhouldgouldgouid be
found to teach it subjectively that is with the deepest respect for spiritualapiispii
understanding

itualigual
and objectively with no aim of converting anyone to ones con-

victions or preconceptions

ever deeper and more realistically comes the warning that we must hold fast
to the primacy of those qualities that made our nation great the independence
of belief and the interdependence of the freedom to believe it

to say that we must learn to live together though we may not believe alike is
not mere academic speculation it is the only conclusion that one can draw
from the critical nature of the world today
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religion could be taught in public schools or in any school if teachers

1 to assist individuals in the development of the things they believe and
to help in the practical application of these beliefs in daily living

2 to contribute to interfaith and intercultural understanding through a
sympathetic personalized study of religions impact in our daily living
and in our personal relationships

3 to serve as a research center for the interpretation of spiritual discov-
eries and trends as these relate constructively to the life of our time
and to make these discoveries and trends available to interested indivi-
duals and groups religious and secular through contemporary media
of communication

we welcome your inquiries and comments and invite you to write for further informa-
tion to foundation FOR SPIRITUAL understanding post office box 816 palos
verdes estates california 90274

OUTREACH the monthly publication of THE foundation FOR SPIRITUAL
understanding offers you

1 A new perspective on trends in religious thought

2 an analysis of contemporary spiritualspirituaspiritus techniques

3 answers to readers questions

4 interpretations of the thoughts ideas and discoveries in
various fields of faith

WHILE COPIES OF OUTREACH WILL BE SENT TO ANYONE UPON REQUEST YOUR
TAX deductible contributions ARE INVITED additional copies of OUTREACH
for use by organizations study groups etc may be obtained by writing to OUTREACHpost office box 816 palos verdes estates california 90274
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THE LETTER

dear friend

someone once said wise men are all of the same religion when
asked what religion is that he replied wise menben never tell
it occurs to me that perhaps wise men never even ask

I1 say this because of the unusual response attitude and insight you
express in your letters and subscriptions to this newsletter these
reflect a tremendous interest in the spirit of life the spirit of what
religion does in life and the spirit that is needed to shape and make
a wholesome peaceful meaningful attitude toward life over and
above religion as a name is this religion of experience and expres-
sion

many of you are asking for additional copies of OUTREACH and we
are having more newsletter 1 printed the first 10000 are gone
several of you are using THE LESSON for study groups young
peoples groups sunday school groups knowing that OUTREACH
brings you stimulating material every month we share your en-
thusiasm we send out good thoughts to you just as you are send-
ing out good thoughts to us and to all who have caught the feeling
that something new and exciting is happening at FSU

because the persontopersonto relationshipperson means so very much to
us we want to keep it that way we are planning a handbook
a manual which will supplement OUTREACH and we are thinking
about conferences at which new and meaningful approaches to
spiritual understanding will be emphasized and exploredexplorexplore

meantime I1 also want to keep you informed about my personal
activities space may be limited for this but let me share with
you the fact that recently I1 was invited to honolulu for a series of
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talks at unity of hawaii it was a great experience in every
way and an intensive highly rewarding week honolulu of
course is breaking out all over tourists are crowding the
islands mainlanders are discovering how bright and sparkling
is this 50th star in americas flag

it is aloha land aloha is a warm and friendly word you
can hardly catch itsifs spirit unless you hear it in hawaii it
is so much a part of the islands and the people greeting
blessing benediction wrapped into one aloha

what impressed me most in my assignment was the emphasis
on spiritual understanding I1 found it in my meeting with the
beloved pastor of hawaiis oldest church the rev dr abraham
akaka I1 heard about it from the minister of hawaiis largest
church dr thomas crosby an old friend of mine I1 sensed
it in the thrill of expectancy in the newest minister in hawaii
thehe rev stanwood hampson

here on the islands spiritual understanding has an outreach
beyond the bounds of institutionalized religion it touches the
activities of most people by virtue of its intercultural inter-
national inter spiritual approach and THAT IS EXACTLY
WHAT WE ARE interested IN AIMING AT AND PLANNING
TO INTERPRET AND ENCOURAGE As far as hawaii is
concerned this spiritual understanding is inherent in the history
of the islands in the land and in a love for life it is in
the air in the mind and in the dreams of thinking people
and not only in hawaii everywhere

wherever you go whatever you do keep an open heart and
see whether you do not discover this too wherever you travel
sometimes this old world may seem a bit rocky but underneath
it all we find ourselves on a most wonderful quest at a most
wonderful time with a most wonderful opportunity to reach out
and recapture and appreciatereappreciatere all that is good and beautiful
and true

yours
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THE LESSON

explaining the overchurch

in the beginning god made people but it was not long before
people began making gods the reason for this was obvious
they wanted to portray their maker as they imagined him to
be each according to his own expression people saw him
not as life incarnatedincarnat but as life projected As far as they
were concerned he had made each person different and unique
and that in turn is how they made their gods

he made all people alike as to his essence but they insisted
on coloring him according to their individuality soon his
essence was lost in mans created multiimagesmulti ofimages his mani-
festations making him not the one but the many

the overchurch is first of all a recognition that within
the many is the one and an awareness that the one does not
mind being represented as the many for he knows that ulti-
mately his created beings will recognize his spirit within the
many forms of him which they have made this will take
time but time is always n gods side

he knows this better than we do we who feel so bound by
time he knows that within our narrow range of recorded
history a brief 6000 years a pinpoint within the millions
of earths geologically recorded years he knows there was
a time when nations thought they could never live together
side by side later world religions thought they could never
live together side by side then local churches thought they
could never live together side by side and now nations religions
and churches are on the verge of living together side by side

Is it any wonder that some people talk about an overchurch
and speculate that eventually the spirit of man will live side
by side with the spirit of other men recognizing the totality
of their spirit as the spirit of the one true god when that
happens it will truly be a return to that first day when god
made people

2

what we are talking about is the spiritual nature of man com-
municating with the spiritual nature of otheromerotneroner men by way of an
awareness which cannot be institutionalized
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yet obviously this awareness exists in many institutionalized
churches

visible churches are reflectors of mans spiritual quest visi-
ble churches are mirrors the overchurch is the reality
which these mirrors reflect occasionally mirrors are broken
or mirrors are removed or mirrors are replaced but this does
not affect the object which the mirrors reflected the visible
church whose presence and power and function every thinking
person recognizes is a partial reflection of the whole the whole
is gods total and universal family of believers churched and
unchurched alike the whole is the overchurch

As the overchurch exists in spirit so it also functions in spirit
when you read these lines and think these thoughts and feel the
fellowship and inspiration of others who read and think them too
this fellowshipfellowshipasfellowships isAs a truly real truly effective spiritual bond which
influences and changes your attitude toward others and your spirit-
ual understanding of yourself and your world

in this respect the members of the overchurch are walking
at your side working next to you on the job riding with you in
the traffic traveling with you in the planes waiting on you and
being waited on in the stores rubbing shoulders with you in the
crowds watching the realism and makebelievemake ofbelieve life just as you
are dreaming your dreams sensing the same joys hurts laugh-
ter and tears that are yours wherever you may be

this unseen fellowship is founded on perception grows with sensi-
tivity and expands throughthrougthrong thetee outreach of spiritual understanding

we call it the overchurch

next month inside the overchurch

THE LEARNING

the invisible church is no merely human and secular institution
it is a real and superhuman organization it includes and trans-
cends every form of the visible church it is the actual subject
to which belong all the spiritual gifts which we can hope to enjoy
if your spiritual eyes were open no diversity of human tongues
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no strangeness of rites or of customs or of other forms of
service no accidental quaintness of tradition or of symbols
or of creeds would hide from your vision its perfections

josiah royce
the sources of religious insight

I1 do believe that feeling is the deeper source of religion and
that philosophic and theological formulas are secondary products
like translations of a text into another tongue mean that in
a world in which no religious feeling had ever existed I1 doubt
whether any philosophic theology could ever have been framed

william james
the varieties of religious experience

the immediate future of our race is indescribably hopeful in
contact with the flux of cosmic consciousness all religions known
and named today will be melted down the human soul will be
revolutionized religion will absolutely dominate the race
the evidence of immortality will live in every heart as sight in
every eye doubt of god and of eternal life will be as impossible
as is now doubt of existence the evidence of each will be the
same each soul will feel and know itself to be immortal will
feel and know that the entire universe with all its good and with
all its beauty is for it and belongs to it forever

richard M bucke
cosmic consciousness

to live for a little while in the orbit of the other persons
deepest convictions means that we must momentarily leave the
spot where years of stubborn indoctrination have rooted us we
must move into the spiritual habitue of anothers mind and heart
we must become for a time at least one with those whose way
of life and type of worship and even whose physical makeup we
have viewed up to now only through the fixed focus of our own
cherished points of view to change for one enchanted moment
the bent of our soul the set of our mind andanil where necessary
even the color of our skin is quite an assignment

marcus bach
had you been born in another faith
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THE OUTREACH OF OUTREACH

thank you very much for OUTREACH reading it I1 felt an echo
in me from each passage in it and that makes me very enthusiastic I1
congratulate you on launching such a precious work and express my
sincere respect

timothy rhee MD
ullungulling do korea

im giving you my three daughters addresses because they too
are doing things toward a unity of understanding among all races creeds
colors classes and cultures and I1 believe that they would like OUTREACH

bertha L welles
new york city

yes I1 will share your dream but it is much more than a dream
it is so gratifying to me that you are going to accompany us on a path of
spiritual understanding

mrs walter F grimm
yankton south dakota

OUTREACH I1 feel will definitely furnish a stepping stone for me
in my spiritual evolution thisthlthi newsletter should help to break down a little
further the barriers of race bigotry religious intolerance and the like
arent we all as we become more consciously aware of ourselves and our
relationship to the universe searching for our particular lifes adventure
shouldnt this adventure entail our involvement with spirituality your
writings have excited me

charles A clarke
el cajon california

OUTREACH THE foundation
the monthly publication of FSU offers you

1 A new perspective on trends in religious thought

2 an analysis of contemporary spiritual techniques

3 answers to readers questions

4 interpretations of the thoughts ideas and discov-
eries in various fields of faith

while copies of OUTREACH will be sent to anyone
upon request your tax deductible contributions are
invited additional copies for use by organizations
study groups etc may be obtained by writing to
foundation FOR SPIRITUAL understanding
PO box 816 palos verdes estates california
90274 phone 213 3732669373

PURPOSES

2669

AND GOALS

1 to assist individuals in the development of the
things they believe and to helpheip in the practical
application of these beliefs in daily living

2 to contribute to interfaith and intercultural un-
derstanding throughthrou agha sympathetic personalized
study of religions impact in our daily living and
in our personal relationships

3 to serve as a research center for the interpre-
tation of spiritual discoveries and trends asthesalthes
relate constructively to the life of our time and
to make these discoveries and trends available
to interested individuals and groups religious
and secular through contemporary media of
communication
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dear friend
your sincere straightforwardstraight responseforward to OUTREACH and
our FSU is truly remarkable not more than we expected
understand but remarkable just the same in return I1
wish with all my heart that there were more time and
space to share with you the weatherwatchweather onwatch the towers
of a changing religious scene from scholarly approaches
like the recent seminar on hinduism at wooster college to
the equally scholarly and popular festival of faith just
held at unitybytheseaunity inby santathe monicasea the restless
winds of faith are creatively beating the vision of man
is being extended the cross pollinization of spiritual
understanding is in the air
it was said at wooster religion has an inner life which
cannot be studied merely by a study of its external man-
ifestations at santa monica a group of actors declared
the heart of the spiritual equation is YOU and at the

heart of you is god

oh yes and then there are the love ins and the beinsbe ins
are you reading about them have you been to one in
elysian park los angeles an estimated 5000 young people
for the most part bearded young men costumed girls and
women hippies and teeny boppersbompers the newspapers saidsaldbaldsbaldt
forgetting to mention the seriousmindedserious couplesminded and the
young parents with childrenchildrens gathered on easter morning
there were other easter services dignified and traditional
hollywood bowl mt robideaux oceanside elysian park was
different it was for real they said

whats a loveinlove int orinini a beinbe itin is a gathering where
everyone for once in his life has an affection for every-
one else in his lifelifilfelir whoe can object to that no one it
is an ideal that has been preached about and talked about
and written about for a long time

0OUTREACHUTREACH
the newsletter of
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so here we are at a loveinlove policein are milling aroundfor fear there may be trouble trouble at a loveinlovewellveilwelivell inyou never know after all who is hiding behindthe costumes and beards the law takes a dim view ofins whether it is a sit in kneel in or beinbe oneinof the bearded boys wearing dark glasses carrying an
armful of easter lilies pressed a flower into a policenansmans hands bless you officer A lily with love
the leathery officer looked miffed smiled a skeptical
thanks and turned the white and fragrant flower over inhis hands gifts of cakes basket lunches small groups
huddled together in song an oration by a beat poet forall who cared to listen dancing on the elysian green forall who cared to dance invocations to the sun the sky
and here and there a warm embrace between new friends
the LOVEINLOVE AIN revolt A burlesque A parody on our
time A new approach to the quest anarchy heresy
or in their hearts a prayer

I1 came away as you might well have with emotions all
the way from apprehension to a sense of loss apprehension
about who and what might capture and consolidate this enthu-
siasm loss at the thought that once a prophet in his day
had wanted nothing more than to gather groups like this
under his wings

this much I1 know here is a part of the ferment of our age
and its basic bent is spiritual new religious expressions
will keep coming off the assembly line of human experiences
just as they have in the past and oddly enough some which
we felt were unsafe at any speed have turned out to be much
smoother and safer than any of their severest critics pre-
dicted they would be to remember gamaliel if these
things be of god they will prosper and if they be of man
they will destroy themselves which is to say try to
look at these situations in the light of spiritual under-
standing the right of anyone to follow the dictates of
his conscience is by no means giving any indication of
fading out

ifinst
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THE LESSON

inside the overchurch

the time has come boto speak in workable terms of the function
of a concept in our daily life the question is what
practical value has the concept of the overchurch
we have previously stated that it has a value in reason or
if you wish a reasonable value in identifying the spirit
of spiritual ecumenicity it has value as a new category
of spiritual understanding and it has a mystical value by
this we mean that as there is powerlowertower in the theorytheony of an
overchurch there is dynamism in the knowledge that we are
all involved in a church invisible there7herethene is also a lifechanging element in consolidating a contemporary climate of
opinion under a new aerntternt these viewpoints have by no means
been exhausted and we shall hear more of them later but the
insistence that it is time to talk in terms of workability
pure and simple prompts this lesson on implementation
you see we believe that spiritual understanding has already
broken over and through the walls of todays emphasis on the
need for mergers and ecumenicity we believe that thinking
people long ago refused to limit spiritual understanding to
improved protestantcatholicprotestant orcatholic christian Christiannonchristiannon rela-
tionships these hyphenated combinations were foregone con-
clusions church leaders might still be struggling with
them but the people generally marched on and on occasions
marched away from biased concepts saying in effect gentle-
men if you must still settle your difference at theological
levels well and good but we must continue on spiritual
understanding is for us not a characteristic reflection of
something it is the something itself it concerns the total
relationshiirbf mankinmankindmankin7mankina regionreligion and religious experiences
have all too long been walled in and walled out by their
sectarian expressions to talk about religion and to have
one specific church or denomination in mind is like talking
about lovelovediovelovel and confining it to one kind of personal affection
love is love in many forms spirituality is spirituality in
every form

so now when we speak of spiritual understanding from inside
the overchurch we are viewing the religious experience from
beyond or within the institutionalized emphasis of religion
we are talking about lifes experiences in such areas as
SPIRITUAL understanding THROUGH OUR DAYBYDAYDAY relationshipsBY
SPIRITUAL

DAY
understanding THROUGH SCIENCE SPIRITUAL understand-

ing THROUGH MUSIC AND THE ARTS SPIRITUAL understanding
THROUGH TRAVEL in fact spiritual understanding as it relates

4

opinion Term

relationship of
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tionships
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to the entire process and doctrine of mankind inside the
overchurch we look upon all life as spiritual and part of
the adventure is to bring together through depth partici-
pation the contemporary meaning of spiritual understanding
with its historic content which is to saybay that we want
to see how spiritual understanding or the lack of it has
affected mankind and how it affects you and me in our
fuller richer wider insight into total life
As an example consider the implications suggested by
SPIRITUAL understanding THROUGH observation tuning in on
this we immediately see all life as an expression of a
basic creative force we find ourselves partpant of both the
mythologicalByth andological the scientific attempt at explanation
we are no longer confused by this but challenged in a
deeper quest for meaning perception becomes a catalytic
factor in a new spirit of orientationentationdentation insightinsights deepens
our sensitivity awareness imparts a new dimension in our
relationship with people placesplace and thinasthings through
observation unbiased interested adventurous we come
into a sense of true reverence for life 6 we grow in
grace of understanding intuition and knowledge are joined
together faith and reason find their common ground
think it through for yourself and look at SPIRITUAL under-
standing thsoum 05e6va1ion from the standpointsEandstand of0poinepoint hethe
concept of the overchurch

recently a restaurateur suggested a study of SPIRITUAL
understanding THROUGH FOOD thisthia he insisted is natherrathernathen
basic for food like faith is universal though it may
differ in different cultures in all countries if you
dont eat you wont live he pointed out and when hunger
hits you there is nothing more vital than food no matter
what denominational hands prepared itlt or what religion
the chef de cuisine happened to be when I1 suggested that
some people would rather diedle of hunkerhunger than eat food that
is taboo he said this should make the study even more
exciting and revealing

inside the overchurch is one way of saying we plan to ex-
plore the thought and spirit of man in the belief that the
spiritual self cannot be fragmented we know it cannot be
fragmented denominationally we now turn to its integration
in social intellectual emotional no less than in illusory
and delusional categories inside the overchurch represents
a new vantage from which we seek to come to a better under-
standing of what has sincerely though perhapsperhus presumptuously
ji i g 4 1.1 i H i 4 M j if i ii i 11 i 11 i 1
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THE LEARNING

there is a growing realization that the outward world is
the result of an inner consciousness and that the totality
of national life is but the expression of the life of the
individual we are living in the kind of world that was in
our minds yesterday and tomorrows world will be the one
we are thinking today we are beginning to realize that the
world of scientific miracles is inadequate for our needs
without an equal devotion to the miracle of faith we feel
that it is in our power to bring about this miracle that
it has to begin within ourselves is obvious for how can we
create a better world unless we first become better indivi-
duals

the great hope for a new order and a new era lies in the
new spiritual exchange which is growing in the hearts of
people in every living faith A vision of the universality
of religion is moving among free people everywhere because
they have common concerns common needs and common causes
these problems themselves will bring about the realization
that whenever we investigate the other persons way of life
we reinvestigate our own and whoever approaches religion
in this way is not going to condemn anything but is going
to discover that religions likenesses are greater than its
differences

the quest for understanding of the unknown forces of life
has become a kind of universal gospel it knows no denom-
inational lines asks no prescribed creed seeks no institu-
tionalized pattern and wants only the earnest spirit of man
as its credential for membership in this mystical fellowship

it is time for religion to be taken out of ecclesiastical
storage dusted off and critically examined as to itspracticalitypracticality1for fodforrod constructive use in the complex life of
modern man

5
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there is one god he is known by many names there is one
faith it is lived in many beliefs there is one truth itis seen through many minds there is one worship it is
expressed in many forms

perhaps we of the old historic faiths have become too self
contained and modifiable once in our church we prayed on
our knees later we stood then we sat and now we sit on
cushions yet none of the tendencies of practices in any
religion can vitiate my feeling that everyone who truly
seeks god has a solemn right to his own seeking

every person creates an image of god in his own heart this
is his most prized possession how he creates this image
differs from individual to individual but it is always
interesting and some aspect of the unknown is always present

A new dimension in religion already exists and a spiritual
unity is seen beyond and above sectarian disunity it includes
the physicist whose thoughts have penetrated outer space the
historian whose study has followed the footprints of god
through the rise and fall of civilizations the scientist who
has opened the secret doors of the inner mind the philosopher
who has revealed a harmony in the once inharmonious schools
of thought the educator who perceives a divine power beyond
as well as within the intellectual process the healer of
bodies who knows that resources of health reside within the
godnaturegod ofnature every man the industrialist and the laborer
who have caught on to a workable ethic in their business
dealings the theologian who recognizes a divine power as the
common ground of all beings in short men and women of
every walk of life who look upon religion as a quest and an
adventure in search and discovery

religion is a mountain to be climbed a sea to be crossed a
cave to be explored it is also a life to be lived if one
can find the way



I1 am not clear just how in practical terms this
collective body of believers you call the overchurch would
function but I11 should be most interested to hear
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THE OUTREACH OF OUTREACH

we were thrilled to receive the first issue of OUTREACH
for it presents ideas which as you must very well know are
very close to our hearts you will be happy to know that we
have already quoted some of the contents during a feature
address to the congress of youth clubs here in port of spain
we are certain that we shall find many occasions to help
share your consciousness with others

bert and eva coffey unity of trinidad
fortport of spain trinidad west indies

congratulations on your very exciting new undertaking I1
found it a most stimulating and inspiring approach to reli-
gion in a 20th century world

mrs gilbert M grosvenor
washington BCDC

I1 reallyireallyremily think you are right on top of a wave that is rising
and may well someday turn into the real new reformation so
many people are expecting

alex liepa
new york city

As an old battlehardenedbattle ecclesiasthardened I1 would have turned up
my nose at the concept of an overchurch had itlt been advanced
by any other than so wise and experienced a man as marcus
bach there are already too many fly by night grandiose and
messianic notions abroad in our time to think of adding
another cult to the plethora now in existence I1 note appro-
vingly that you do not write off the local church at the
same time you recognize that there is religious reality
beyond the local level you are also quick and careful not
to equate spiritual ecumenicity with organizational ecumen-
icity

dr harry R butman
congregational church of the messiah
los angeles california

quotedsome
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your foundation of spiritual understanding is so well
based that when enough people listen to what it has to
offer in its broad aspects there is every reason why no
people of any nation should ever have the desire to kill
others to prove their point

F K conn
tampatamp a florida

this is the kind of leaven which contemporary society
needs

meredith J sprunger
indiana institute of technology
fort wayne indiana

A church differs from a religion as the cask differs from
the wine church defines confines and I1 expect refines
the primitive urges and drives which motivate a persons
need for love and protection church is mediator and admini-
strator and adjudicator of each groups share of ancient fears
superstitions and wisdoms so what is the overchurch I1
hope not an administrative overreachover doubterreach that I1 am I1
never stop trying to understand there are some phases of
this lets all sing together business that I1 do not exactly
go for in all my research I1 always wonder who calls the
tune

myrimyrlmyni bristol
iowa city iowa

OUTREACH THE foundation
the monthly publication of FSU offers you

1 A new perspective on trends in religious thought

2 an analysis of contemporary spiritual techniques

3 answers to readers questions

4 interpretations of the thoughtsthethoughts ideas and discov-
eries in various fields of faith

while copies of OUTREACH will be sent to anyone
upon request your tax deductible contributions are
invited additional copies for use by organizations
study groups etc may be obtained by writing to
foundation FOR SPIRITUAL understanding
PO box 816 palos verdes estates california
90274 phone 213 3732669373

PURPOSES

2669

AND GOALS

1 to assist individuals in the development of the
things they believe and to help in the practical
application of these beliefs in daily living

2 to contribute to interfaith and intercultural un-
derstanding throughthrou agha sympathetic personalized
study of religions impact in our daily living and
in our personal relationships

3 to serve as a research center for the interpre-
tation of spiritual discoveries and trends as these
relate constructively to the lifeilfe of our time and
to make these discoveries and trends available
to interested individuals and groups religious
and secular through contemporary media of
communication

thekind
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